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While the theory of the calculus of variations from the stand-point of Weier-

STRASS has been treated extensively for problems in the plane by Kneser,

Bolza and many other writers, comparatively little seems to have been pub-

lished concerning the extension of the Weierstrassian theory to problems in

space. It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss from as geometrical

a stand-point as possible the arcs

(1) X = x(t), y = y(t), Z = z(t) U^t^r,),

which minimize or maximize an integral of the form

J=  I   F(x, y, z, x , y', z')dt

involving three dependent variables, where F satisfies the homogeneity condition

(2) F(x,y,z, kx', icy', kz') = kF(x, y, z, x , y',z) i*>0).

The end-points of the minimizing curve may be fixed, or one of them may vary

on a given curve or surface.

The papers hitherto published with regard to problems of this type have for

the most part dealt with the derivation of necessary conditions by means of the

first and second variations, f In the following discussion the necessary condi-

tions which an arc C must satisfy in order to minimize or maximize the inte-

gral are derived without the use of the second variation. Sufficient conditions

which insure a minimum or a maximum are derived with the help of the Hu-

bert invariant integral.    No discussion of the problem which might be called

* Presented to the Society October 27, 1906.    Received for publication May 12, 1908.

t In the dissertation of Geknet, the integral is taken in the form

/'(*•»•*• 5- £)*•

and necessary conditions are derived without the use of the second variation.   See N. Geenet,

Untersuchungen zur Variationsrechnung, Dissertation, Göttingen, 1902.
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completej'so far as is known to the writers, has hitherto been published, and

but one writer * has discussed the problem in parametric representation. The

study of the sufficient conditions for fixed and for variable end-points seems to

be entirely new.

The first six sections contain the theory of the problem when both end-points

are fixed, or when one is allowed to vary on a surface. The case when one end-

point is allowed to vary on a curve is treated in the last two sections.

§ 1.   The Euler equations.

In order to carry through the methods applied in this paper it will be assumed

that the function i^is of class C" for all points (x,y,z) in a region B of space,

and for all sets of values of (»', y, z) different from (0, 0, 0).f The functions

of the form (1) defining arcs along which the value of the integral is to be taken

will be supposed to be of class G and such that for every value of I in the inter-

val t0 = t = tx the values x,y,z,x',y, z are of the kind just described. When

an end-point is allowed to vary on a curve or on a surface, the functions defining

the curve or surface are supposed to be of class C

A number of identities can be derived from (2) which will be useful in this

and succeeding sections.    By differentiating (2) with respect to »', it is seen that

(3) FAx-> y-i zi «*'i Ky\ *») = Fx,(x, y, z, x, y, z),

and in general it follows that a derivative of F with respect to »', y, z is homo-

geneous of order 1 — n, where n is the order of the derivative. By differ-

entiating (2) with respect to « and then letting k = 1, we obtain the equation

(4) xFx, + y'Fy, + z'Fz, = F.

From this equation follow immediately by differentiation

xFx,x, + yFx,y,+ z'Fx,z,= 0,

(5) xFy.x,+yFyW + zFyW = Z,

x'F,, + yF,, + z'F,,= 0.
xx     '    if        acy      ' «V

From the latter set it is seen that the co-factors A.. of the elements of the deter-
w

minant of the first members satisfy the equations

x :y :z = Axx : AX2 : AXi = A2X : A^ : A23 = Au : Ai2 : A^.

By multiplying these three proportions by x, y, z, respectively, it follows that

there exists a function Fx such that

*VoN Eschkrich, Die zweite Variation der einfachen Integrale, Sitzungsberichte der

Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, vol. CX (1901), p. 1355.

f A function is said to be of class C*> if it is continuous and has continuous derivatives up to

and including those of order k.
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(6)

It follows also that

\F,,..,

x'2Fx = Axx = Fy,y,Fz,,-Fl,ti,

y'¡Fx = A^=Fz,zFx,x,-F2z,x„

z'2Fx = A33=Fx,xFyV-F2xV,

y'z'Fx m, A23 = FxVFx,z, - Fx,x,Fv,,.

z'x'Fx = A3X = Fy,zFy,x,-Fy,y,Fix..

x'y'Fx = AX2=Fz,xFz,.-Fz,z,F,,.

(7)

x'

F y F,, *'

F,, F,, y
y y y z if

F-.V Fz,z, z

y       & 0

= -Fx(x'* + yi + z'2)2,

and the minors of this determinant of the type

(8) F i, Kv    Fy,^ = Fxd(x't + y'I + d2)

y

are similarly expressible in terms of Fx and cannot all vanish simultaneously

when Fx is different from zero, since one at least of »', y, z is always different

from zero.

Suppose now that an arc C is at hand which minimizes the integral J.

Then by a method quite similar to that used by Whittemore,* it can be shown

that along the arc C the three equations

(9)    Fxi=fFxdt + a,        Fy,= flFydt+b>        Fz,= f'Fzdt + c,
«Ao Jt„ Ji„

must be satisfied, where a, b, c are constants. It is evident that a, b, c must

have the same values all along C since x,y,z,x,y, z are continuous func-

tions of t. Let us now consider the second members of equations (9) as func-

tions of t, and the first members as functions of »', y\ z, and t, the latter

occurring in the functions x(t),y(t), z(t). The parameter t may be chosen

so as to represent the length of arc along C, and then if we assume Fx =+- 0 in

the expression (8), it follows from the theory of implicit functions that two of

the equations (9) can always be solved with

x   +y   +z   =1,

* Lagrange's Equation in the Calculus of Variations and the Extension of a Theorem of Erdmann,

Annals of Mathematics, 2d series, vol. 2 (1900-1901), p. 130.
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for »', y , z in terms of t in the neighborhood of any set of values t, x, y, z

on the arc C. The resulting functions x'(t), y'(t), z'(t), have continuous

derivatives with respect to t, and on account of the uniqueness of such solutions

must coincide with the values of »', y, z along C. By differentiating equa-

tions (9) we have the following theorem :

If an arc C is of class C and minimizes the integral J, the parameter can

always be so chosen that the representation of C ia of class C" and satisfies

the three Fuler differential equations

M>     ï-*.-»-    Ç-'.-».    %-*■-*■
These three equations are not independent, for by multiplying their first

members by »', y, z; respectively, and adding, one finds the expression

dt (x'Fx, + y'Fy, + z'Fzi) - (x"Fzi + y"Fyi + z"Fz, + x'Fx + y'F + z'Fz),

which with the aid of equation (4) reduces to zero. It is evident then that any

one of the equations (10) is a result of the other two.

The nature of the solutions of Euler's equations may be shown by reducing

the equations to a system of differential equations in canonical form. It may

be assumed without loss of generality that the length of arc is the parameter,

so that

(11) »'»" + y'y" + z'z" = 0.

The three equations (10), with (11), define »", y", z" as functions of

x,y,z,x,y',z. This may be shown most symmetrically, perhaps, by making

use of an auxiliary variable u.    The equations

A W r?~fí* (Iff1
(12) a^-Fx + x'u = Q,      ^f-Fy+yn=0,      -^ - F, +z'u = Q,

and (11), are linear in »", y", z", u, with the determinant (7) as their functional

determinant.    The expressions

(13) x"=A(x, y,z, x, y',z),    y"=B(x,y,z,x',y',z),    z"=C(x,y,z,x',y',z),

found by solving them are solutions also of equations (10), for by multiplying

equations (12) by »', y', z, respectively, it is seen that the corresponding value

Of u must vanish identically. WTe assume now Fx m\m 0 for all values of

x, y,z,x, y, z for which it is defined. Then the determinant (7) is different

from zero and the second members of equations (13) are of class C on account

of the original assumptions on the function F.

The existence theorems for differential equations in the form (13) justify the

following statement, the curves defined by equations (10) being called as usual

extremals :
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If the problem under consideration is a regular one, that is, if the function

Fx is different from zero for all values of its arguments, then through any

point (x0, y0, z0) of the region B there passes one and only one extremal in

a given direction (x'0, y'0, z'0). These extremals extend from boundary to

boundary of B and are defined analytically by equations of the form

x = cb(a, x0, y0, z0, x'0, y'0, z'g),

(14) y=f(s,xxx,y0,z0,x'0,y'0,z'(l),

( '     '     ' \
z — X (.8 » X0 ' 3^0 » Z0 ' X0 > ^o ' zo ) '

where

(!5) «? + y'o +¿¿=1,

and for s = 0 the following initial conditions are satisfied,

<t>(°i z0, y0, z0, »;, y'ä, z'0) = as0, a\(0, »0, y0, z0, x'0, y'0, z'0)=x'ü,

(16)     yjr(0,xo,yo,zlj,x'0,y'il,z'o)=yo,        f,(0, x0, y0, z0, x'0, y'0, z'0) = y'0,

X(0,»0,y0,a0,»;,2/;, z'0) = z0, XÂ0■> xo' ya-> V ^ó- 2/Ó' <) = <•

The functions cb, ebi are of class C" for all values of their arguments defining

(x, y, appoints in the region B. and similar statements hold true for yjr and ^.

§ 2.     Conditions of transversality.

If it is desired to minimize the integral J with respect to curves having one

end-point 1 (xx, yx, zx) fixed, while the other 0(»0, y0, z0) may vary on a fixed

curve or surface, a second necessary condition upon the direction of the mini-

mizing curve C at the point 0, corresponding to the well-known transversality

condition in the plane, must be satisfied. The case where the end-point is vari-

able on a fixed curve L will first be considered.

Let the equations of the curve L he

(L) x = x(u),        y = y(u),        z = z(u),

the functions being of class C as specified in § 1. The minimizing extremal

C can be imbedded in a one-parameter family of curves

(V) x=f(t,u),        y = g(t,u),        z = h(t,u),

which intersect the curve L for t = t0, pass through the point 1 for t=tx, and

contain the extremal C for the particular parameter value u0. Analytically

these properties are expressed by the following identities in u :

x(u)=f(to-'u)'        y(u) = g(t0,u),        z(u) = h(t0,u),

xx=f(tx,u), yl = 9Íti'u)' zx = h(tx,u).
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The value of the integral J taken along a member V of this family of curves

from the point of intersection 0 of F with L to the fixed point 1, is a function

of the parameter u,

J(u) = J" F(f, g, h,f, gt, ht)dt.

It C minimizes the integral, the function J( u ) has a minimum for u = u0. Its

derivative is

d T r*1

^ = K'fu + F,gu + KAt:-jto  (p/u + 09. + **.)*.

where F, Q, F stand for the first members of the Euler equations (10).    Since,

C is an extremal and all of the curves V pass through the point 1 for t = tx, it

follows that

[sL—t'-A+ *■'». +'Al-.
where the arguments of the derivatives of .Fare the values of », y, z, »', y', z'

on the extremal C at the point 0. A second necessary condition for a minimum

is therefore the following :

The direction of the extremal C at ita point of intersection 0 with the fixed

curve L muat satisfy the equation

(17) F^ + F^ + F^mmO,

where the arguments of the derivatives of F are the values of x,y,z,x,y',z'

on the curve C, and xu, yu, zu define the direction of the curve L.

From this condition one may easily derive the equations which must hold

when the end-point is allowed to vary on a surface S,

(S) x = x(u,v),        y = y(u,v),        z = z(u,v).

For if C minimizes J"with respect to all curves joining the point 1 to the sur-

face S, it must certainly minimize J with respect to all curves which join 1

with either of the two parameter lines of the surface through the point 0. The

transversality condition for the end-point varying on a surface is therefore the

following :

The direction of the extremal C at its point of intersection 0 with the surface

S must satisfy the equations

(18) *>„ + Fy,yu +Fz,zu = Q,        Fx,xv + Fy,y, + F,,z, = 0,

where the arguments of the derivatives of F are the values x,y,z,x,y, z on

the curve C, and »u, yu, z ; xv, yo, zv define the directions of the parameter

lines of the surface S.
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It is evident that if these equations are satisfied, any curve of the surface

which passes through the point 0 will also be transversal to C at 0, since the

direction cosines of any curve on the surface are proportional to expressions of

the form

xuu + »,«', yuu + yzv , zuu + zvv .

Furthermore the derivatives Fx,, Fy,, F¿ are proportional to the direction

cosines of the normal to the surface, as is easily seen from equations (18).

§ 3.    The family of extremals through a given point, or to which a given sur-

face is transversal.

Before proceeding to derive the equations of a family of extremals through a

given point, let us consider for a moment the quotient U/s2, where

j*.   </>*;   <rV0   <k;|

ümm\'r'. **; *»: +A

A«       Ax0       A,y0      Az0

Io    K    y'o   K

This quotient is a finite and continuous function of its arguments even when s=0.

For by applying the mean value theorem for the variable s to the elements of the

minor of the element 0 in the determinant, and by using the relations (16), it is

seen that U/s2 approaches 1 as s approaches zero. If U/s2 remains different

from zero along an extremal arc <701 with the initial element (»0,y0,zg,x'0,y'g,z'o),

it will also remain different from zero on Cox when (x0, y0, zH, x'0, y'0, z'0) are

replaced by the values (x2, y2, z2, x'2, y'2, z'2) corresponding to a point 2 chosen

on Cox sufficiently near to 0, and in the order 201 with the points 0 and 1.

The family of extremals through the initial point 0 of an extremal arc Cox

can be found by making the constants »0, y0, z0 in equations (14) equal to the

coordinates of the point 0. If x'0, y'0, z'u ave replaced by functions »'(u, v),

y'(u, v), z'(u, v) which reduce to the coordinates of the initial direction of

C0 for m = u0, v = v0, and which satisfy equation ( 15) identically, the equations

(14) take the form

(19) x = cb(s,u,v),        y = yfr(s,u,v),        z = x(s,u,v).

These equations represent the extremal CQt for u = u0, v = v0, and satisfy also

the identities

xo=cb(0,u,v),        y0 = yfr(0,u,v),        z0 = x(0,u,v),

which express the fact that all of the extremals pass through the point (»0, y0, zf)

for s = 0. It is evident that the derivatives eba, yfru, %u and the similar ones

for v all vanish identically for s = 0.
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The functional determinant

A(s, u,v) =

<r,     4>«     <r\

A,t        \u        Air

is readily seen to be equal to the product

U

x     xu    xv

Iff

if if U if V

The functions x'(u, v), y'(u, v), z'(u, v) can always be chosen so that the

second factor is different from zero for u = u0, v = v0, and under those circum-

stances A ( s, u, v ) vanishes for a = 0 on Cox, but is different from zero in the

neighborhood of s = 0 on account of the properties of If derived above.

If the family of extremals (19) through the point 0 includes the extremal

Cox and has a determinant A which is different from zero everywhere on the

arc Cxo except at the point 0, then the quotient U/s2 does not vanish on CBX,

and a point 2 can be selected in the manner described in the first paragraph

of this section, such that the family of extremals through 2 will have a deter-

minant A which does not vanish anywhere on the arc Cox.

An extremal to which a surface S is transversal can be imbedded in a two-

parameter family of extremals each of which is cut transversally by the surface

S. , To show this it is only necessary to substitute for »0, y0, z0 in the equations

(14) of the extremals the functions x(u,v), y(u, v), z(u,v) which define

the surface, and for x'0) y'0, z'0 the direction cosines of the directions to which

the surface is transversal determined by equations (18). That such a direction

is uniquely determined at each point of the surface can be seen as follows-

The equations

(20)  x"+y'2+z'2=l,       Fx,xu+Fy,yu+Fz,z=<,,       Fx,xv+Fy,yv+Fz,z=Q,

are satisfied by one set of values corresponding to the intersection 0 of the

extremal Cox with the surface S, and at the point 0 the functional determinant

of the first members with respect to »', y, z is different from zero. In fact this

determinant is readily seen to be equal to the product of the two determinants

0 0

y'

Vu

y.

o »

F,,

y

*m>*

Fv'»'

F.,„,    F,,..

F, ,

F,,\

F.,..
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From equations (18)

(21) v z — y z = kF,,        z x —z x = kF,,        » y — » y = kF,,
\       /     ¿luv ¡iv   u x ' u    v vu ¡/ ' uifv vifu z i

so that on account of equation (4) the first determinant is equal to kF. The

factor k is not zero if the surface S has not a singular point at 0, and we add

here the assumption F =f= 0 at the point 0. The second determinant is different

from zero on account of equation (7). From the well-known theorems on

implicit functions it follows that »', y, z, are determined as functions of u and

v, of class G in the neighborhood of the point 0.

After substituting the values x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v), x'(u, v), y'(u, v),

z'(u, v) as just determined for x0, y0, zü, x'0, y'0, z'ü, the equations (14) take

the form

(22) x = cb(s,u,v),        y = y]r(s,u,v),        » = ^(s, w, «).

On account of the properties of the functions (14) and of the solutions of equa-

tions (20) there will be a region

0 = s = sx,        \u — u0\ = k,        \v — v0\ = K,

in which eb, ebt, yjr, y]rt, %, x, are °f elass C, where the quantities u0, vQ are the

particular parameter values defining the extremal Cox. Since for s = 0 the

point (», y, z) for all values of u and v lies on the surface S, the equations of

S in the neighborhood of the point 0 are

x=cb(0, u, v),        y = ylr(0,u,v),        z=x(0,u,v),

and on account of the transversality of S to the extremals of the family, we have

FAu + F-+n + KXu = o,

Fxicb, + Fy,+i + Fz,Xz = Q,

for s = 0, where the arguments of the derivatives of F are cb,yp-, Xi^.i^r" iX ■

The value of the determinant

;*. 4>H 4>.\

A(«, »,«)»: f,      Vru      ̂ |

I   Á/S -A. u /Ci;

when s=0 becomes simply kF, with the help of the equations (4) and (23),

and the factor k cannot vanish since it is understood that the surface S does

not have a singular point at 0. And F has been assumed to be different from

zero at the point 0 at least.

It has been shown therefore that if a surface S is transversal to an extremal

Cox at the point 0, then C0) can be imbedded in a family of extremals (22) to
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cacA of which S is transversal.    The determinant A(«, u, v) of the family

does not vanish in the neighborhood of the point 0.

Suppose that the.determinant A vanishes for some point 2 different from O

on the extremal Cox, corresponding to the values s2, u0, vQ. If it is assumed

that at least one of the three-rowed determinants of the matrix

A    A     All
* u u    |

<t>.        tu        ïv

t.       fu       f.

A,,      Au      Au   i

does not vanish with A, for convenience the determinant

¡A     A      A

iff*.       4>u       <rS,   »

then the equations

(25) A(s,u,v) = 0,        eb(s,u,v) = x,        ifr(s,u,v)

determine s, u, v as functions

(26) 8 = a(x, y),       u = u(x,y),        v = v(x,y)

in the neighborhood of the values »2, y2.    By substituting these results in the

third of the equations (22), a surface

(D) z = z(x,y)

Fig. 1.

is found (See Figure 1).    This surface is the envelope of the extremals (22).

For from equations (25) and (D) the expression
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has the factor

0      A.    Au    A,

4>,      4*.      <l>u      4>,
= — AA,,

f.       f.      fu       f.

Ai      At      Au       Ar

which vanishes on D on account of the first of equations (25).

If a one-parameter family be chosen arbitrarily from the set (22), this family

will not in general have an enveloping curve.    The condition that a curve

(d) x = x(a),        y = y(a),        z = z[x(a), y(a)] = z(a)

on the surface D shall be an envelope of extremals, may be derived as follows.

If we substitute x(a), y(a) in the functions u(x, y), v(x, y) defined by

equations (26), two functions u(a), v(a) are determined, and a one-parameter

family of extremals is defined when u(a) and v(a) are substituted in (22).

These extremals are tangent to the curve d if » and y are determined as func-

tions of a so that

(27) xa = mcbi,        ya = my\rt,        za = zxxa + zyya = mx,,

a, u, v being thought of as functions of » and y. The three determinants of

the matrix

xa    2/«   zxx* + zvy«

$.    f. X.

must therefore be zero, i. e., the three equations

- f.zxxo. + (x, - f.z,j)y* = o.

{<r.zx-X.)xo. + <r.zyy«={},

•>r".x« - <r.y* = °

must be satisfied. The coefficients of xa and ya in these equations can not all

vanish since at least one of the derivatives <£,, y}rt, x, is different from zero at

the point 2. That any two of the equations are a consequence of the third may

be shown by expanding the determinant of any pair of the equations, and using

the relation
Y — z eb — z ilr = 0.
/V« x ~ » y T «

The determination of a one parameter family of extremals having an envelop-

ing curve d is therefore to be effected by solving one of the above equations.

It has the form

A(x->y)x*+ B(x, y)ya = 0
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when s, u, v are replaced by their values in terms of » and y from equations

(26). Since this differential equation is of the first order there exists one and

only one integral curve

(28) x = x(a),        y = y(a),

in the »y-plane, passing through the point (»2, y2) for a = 0. The

equations of the family of extremals tangent to d are found by substituting

x(a), y (a) in the expressions for u and v in terms of » and y from equations

(26), and then putting the resulting functions u(a), v(a) in equations (22).

A family of extremals

(29) x = cb(8,a),        y = f(s,a),        z = x(s,a)

is thus found, containing C01 for a = 0, and tangent to d when s = s( a) from

equations (28) and (26).    The equations of the envelope d will then be

(30) x=eb[a(a),a],        y = yjr[a(a), a],        z = x[s(a),a].

If necessary the sign of the parameter a may be changed so that the factor m in

equations (27) is positive.

Consider then a family of extremals

x = eb(s,u,v),        y = >jr(s,u,v),        z = x(s,u,v),

all of which pass through a fixed point, or which are all cut transversally by

a given surface S,for s = 0. Suppose that on a particular extremal C02 the

determinant A vanish.es at the point 2 different from zero, but that one at

least of the determinants of the matrix (24) is different from zero at 2. Then

the family of extremals has an enveloping surface D (see Fig. 1), which

touches C02 at 2 and for which 2 is not a singular point. On the surface D

there exists a unique curve d without singular point, which passes through the

point 2 and envelops a one-parameter family of extremals containing the

extremal C02.

§ 4. Jacob'fs necessary condition.

By means of the one-parameter family of extremals and the enveloping curve

d, found in the last section, it can be shown that an arc C01 which joins a fixed

point 0 to another fixed point 1, or which joins 1 to a fixed surface 8, and

which furthermore minimizes the integral J, can not have upon it a contact

point 2 with the enveloping surface D. It will be seen that the value of the

integral J taken along an extremal C03 of the set (19) or (22) from the value

s = 0 to the value s (a) at the contact point 3 of Cm with d, and then along di2

from the point 3 to the point 2, is independent of the particular extremal chosen,

i. e., it is independent of the value of the parameter a defining the extremal.

In fact, the derivative of «/(Cjj) is
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- ■Faí+ ff-*'.*.+-F',,r.+■p,-x-+^+.+^v+-+íVx.]*.

Alter integration by parts this takes the form

the integral part vanishing on account of the fact that the curve C03 is an

extremal. The terms in the bracket vanish for a = 0 when all the extremals

(19) pass through a fixed point 0, for then

x0 = cb(Q,a),        y0 = +(0,a),        *,-x(0,a),

and consequently cba, i^0, Xa. vanish for s = 0. They also cancel when the

extremals are cut transversally by a surface S on account of equation (17),

since in that case the equations

» = o>(0,a), y = yjr(0,a), Z = X(f>,a),

represent a curve on the surface S which is transversal to the extremals (29).

On account of (4) the resulting equation may be written in the form

^-[(♦.^.M*^-)M*â+*-)4
the arguments of the derivatives of F being cb, yjr, y,, ef>i, -<r-l, x,- From equa-

tions (30), therefore,

(31) dA£*Ù =   Fx^ +   Fyiya   +   ¿^JS,

where »a, ya, za determine the direction of the curve d at the point 3. Since

the positive tangent to d coincides with the positive tangent to C03, we have

(32) dJAÇA=F{x,y,z,X^ya,Zf)\>.

This follows because from equations (3) and (27) the coefficient Fx, in equation

(31) becomes

FA^ r-, x, *..*.. x,)\3 = FAx' y> *> *.' y«' Or*-

The derivative of the integral J(d32) is

(33) ~dd=da r^(*>y'z'*«>y«'0¿a=-^(!B»3'<^a;..í>«'Ols
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From equations (32) and (33) therefore,

from which the following generalization of Kneser's theorem in the plane is

obtained :

Suppose that an extremal Cox is contained in a one-parameter family of

extremals, each of which passes through a fixed point 0 and which have an

enveloping curve touching Cox at a point 2 (see Figure 1). Then if S is a

neighboring point to 2 on d, the value of J taken along C03 plus the value of

J taken along d32 is always equal to the value of J taken along C02. In

other words

J(C<a) + J(d32) = J(CJ.

When the extremals are all cut transversally by a surface S, the same equa-

tion is true if 0 is understood to denote the variable intersection of C03 with S.

The envelope d32 can not satisfy Euler's equations, for it was shown in § 1

that but one solution of these equations passes through a given point in a given

direction, and d^ would have to coincide, therefore, with the extremal C02 in the

neighborhood of the point 2. This contradicts the hypothesis that the point 2

is the nearest point to 0 on the arc Cox, for which A vanishes. It follows that

the points 3 and 2 can always be joined by a curve d'32 such that

J(C03) + J(d'32)<J(C02).

If therefore an extremal Col minimizes or maximizes the integral J, it must

not have upon it a point 2 which is conjugate to the initial point 0 .*

§ 5.  The necessary conditions of Weierstrass and Legendre.

It has been shown in the preceding sections that if a curve Cox joins two fixed

points, or a fixed surface with a fixed point, and minimizes the integral J, it

must be a solution of Euler's equations and must satisfy Jacobi's necessary con-

dition. A further condition similar to the one discovered by Legendre for a

weak minimum, and extended by Weierstrass for the case of a strong mini-

mum, must also be satisfied.

Let us consider an extremal arc C01,

X=x(t), y = y(t), Z=z(t),

and a curve V

_»=»(«),        y = y(u),        z = z(u),

*The theorem has been proved for conjugate points 2 at which not all of the determinants of

the matrix (24) vanish with A. By using the so-called second variation it can be shown that

even without this restriction the point 2 must not lie between 0 and 1 on C01. The case where

the point 2 coincides with 1 and all determinants of the matrix (24) vanish is an exceptional

one, which has been discussed for problems in the plane but not for problems in space.

Tran«. Am. Math. Soc. 30
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Fig. 2.

intersecting C01 at a point 2.    Through a point 3 on C01 near to 2, there can

always be found a family of curves

(34) x=f(t,u),        y=g(t,u),        z = h(t,u),

containing C.i2 for u = u2, which furthermore pass through 3 for the parameter

value t = t3 and intersect V for t = t2.    Analytically, then,

f(t2,u) = x(u),        g(t2,u) = y(u),        h(t2,u) = z(u),

*«=/(*»»«).        y3 = 9(ts>u)i        zs = Ht3,u).

The sum J3i + Ja is now a function of the parameter u, whose derivative for

u = u2 can be readily calculated.    The derivative of J  is

dJM      r*

du

(35)

'u * £{F'f* + F*g* + F>h»+ F*f» + F*9* + FA*) dt,

where the arguments of F and its derivatives are f, g, A, ft, gt, ht. For

u = u2, this becomes, by the usual integration by parts of the calculus of

variations and with the help of the identities (35),

since C32 is an extremal. Here the arguments x,y,z,x',y,z of the derivatives

of F refer to Ci2 since the curves (34) go over into C^ for u = u2, and »u, yu,

zu define the direction of V.    The derivative of Ji2 is simply

The derivative of the sum J3i + Ji2 is therefore

(36)     L**^**+ J"^\* " ~ E^x% y'*' *'y''*''a5u'yu'*"^

where

(37)
F=F(x, y, z, »„, yu, zu)-xuFx,(x, y, z, »', y, z)

— yuFy\x-> y-> *■> x'-> y'->z') — \FAx-> y-> z> x'> y'->z)
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From equation (36) the following theorem similar to that of Weierstrass for

the plane case, can be derived.

If the arc Cox furnishes J a strong minimum, the function F must be =0

for any set of values », y, z, x',y, z on CBX and for all directions »u, yu, zu;

while if Cox furnishes only a weak minimum, the F-function must similarly

be = 0 at least for directions xu, yu, za in some neighborhood of the directions

»', y, z on Cox.    (For a maximum F must be = 0.)

The theorem is evidently true, for if the ^-function were negative at a point

2 for some direction xu, yu, zu, then on account of equation (36) the inequality

^34 +  ¿to < ^32

would hold for values of u sufficiently near to u2.

On account of the homogeneity of the function F, the expression (37) may

be written in the form

F(x, y, z, x, y, z, xu, yu, ¡sj = F(x, y, z, xu, yu, zf) — F

-(xu-x')Fxi-(yu-y')Fy,-(zu-z')F,

(38) -*{(«„- x'fFxV + (y. - y')2FH + (zu - z)2Ft,,,

+2(y.-y')(^-^v+2k-^K-^^v+2(^-*')(yu-y')-^v'}»

the arguments of the second derivatives of F being

», y, z, x + 0(xu - x), y + 0(yu-y'), z + 0(za - z), (0 < 0 < 1).

We can derive therefore the- following Legendre condition :

If the extremal arc Cox furnishea either a atrong or a weak minimum, the

quadratic form

(39) Q = FMf + FHrf + F„? + 2vÇFyi/ + %®F„ + 2PvFx,y„

must be = 0 for all values of' x,y,z,x',y', zon the arc Cox, and for all values

of%, V, £•
For if £, v, f were a set of values making Q negative at some point of C0l,

the values »u, yM, zu could be taken so that

xu — x' = eÇ, yu — y' = en, zu — z' = e?,

and for a sufficiently small e the expression (38) would also be negative.

These necessary conditions may also be stated in terms of the functions Fx,

Fx,j, F,,, Fjj. From (39) and the equations (6) it follows that Fx can not

be negative. For in that case the binary form obtained from Q by putting

f = 0, for example, would be an indefinite form. The derivatives Fx,x,, Fy,y,,

Fj.i, if different from zero, must have the same sign as that of Q, as is easily
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seen by putting n = Ç = 0 in (39). Conversely if Fx > 0, and .FxV, i^y, Ftí

are not all zero, the identities

^v Q = iK'A + FxVv + Fjjy + (y'f- z'v)2Fx,

(40) Fy,y,q = \_F,,P + Fy,y,v + Fy,^]2 + (z'P - x'K)2Fx,

F,.Q- ÍK-J + Fz,y,V + Fz,z,l:Y+ (x'v - y'P)2Fx,

which are easily verified, show that such of the quantities Q, Fx,x,, Fy,y,, FzV

as are different from zero have the same sign at all points of the extremal Cox,

whatever be the values of £, n, f.

It should be noticed that when Fx > 0 the derivative Fx,x, vanishes when and

only when y = z = 0, that is, in the direction of the »-axis. That it is zero for

these arguments is seen from (5) since »' 4= 0. But from (6) it follows that y

and z must vanish with F,, since F, > 0.    Furthermore F,, cannot assume
XX 1  -^ XX

opposite signs, since it is possible to pass continuously from one set of values

(», y, z, »', y, z) to any other without passing through values for which

y = z = 0. The Legendre necessary condition may be restated, then, in the

following form :

If for a regular problem (Fx 4= 0) the extremal Cax furnishes either a max-

imum or a minimum for the integral J, Fx must be positive. Furthermore

the functions Fx,x,, F,,, Fz,z,, which vanish only in the direction of the », y,

and z-axes, respectively, must be positive for a minimum and negative for a

maximum.

§ 6.  The invariant integral.    Sufficient conditions.

In § 3 it was shown that an extremal arc which does not contain a conjugate

point 2 to 0, either between 0 and 1 or at 1, can be imbedded in a two-param-

eter family of extremals through a point 3 near to 0, whose determinant A does

not vanish anywhere on Cox. Consider either this family or the family (22) to

which the surface S is transversal. Suppose that the extremal C corresponds

to the values u = u0, v = v0, and that the determinant A(s, «0, v0) does not

vanish for any point of the arc Cox, i. e., that the enveloping surface D does not

touch the arc Cm. Then the set of extremals forms a field about the extremal

C. A positive constant £ may be chosen so small that the extremals of the

set for which | u — w01 = S, | v — vQ | = S sweep out a portion of space which

contains C in its interior, and through each point of which there passes one and

only one extremal of the set. The constant S can be so restricted that in this

field the determinant A does not vanish, and the equations

(41) eb(s, u, v) = »,        ylr(s,u,v) = y,        x(s>u'v) = z

have unique solutions
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(42) s = s(x,y,z),        u = u(x,y,z),        v = v(x,y,z)

of class C*

Consider a curve F

(43) x = x(t),      y = y(t),      z = z(t)

of class D', which lies entirely in the field.    By means of equations (42) and

(43) u and v are determined as functions of t. If these functions be substituted

in the equations (41) there results a one-parameter family of extremals,

(44) »-*(«,«),        y = V(s,t),        z = X(s,t),

having as parameter of the family the parameter t of the curve F. For s = 0

these extremals all pass through the point 3 or else intersect the surface S,

which is transversal to all the extremals of the set (41) along a curve k.

K

Fío. 3.

The value of the integral J, carried along an extremal of the set (44) from

the point 3 where s = 0 to its point of intersection 4 with F, is a function of t,

the parameter of the set. Using the same reasoning as that of the preceding

section, the derivative of this function is found to be

d T        d   /"**
dt=a«I ^i*'*'x« *'' *■ x'^s=*F*+y'F>'+tF^-

The value of the second member vanishes at the lower limit 3, since all the

* The proof of these statements may be made by a method analogous to that given by Bolz a

for the case of the plane : Lectures on the Calculus of Variations, Chicago, 1904, § 34.
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extremals of the set pass through a fixed point 3 or else are cut transversally

by the curve k. The arguments of the derivatives of F are the functions

<ï>, ̂P, X, <f>', W, X' at the point 4 on F, or what is the same thing, the values

of cb, yfr, x, ef>', ty', x with a, u, v expressed as functions of t from equations

(42) and (43). Let tt be the value of t which gives the extremal connecting 3

with 4, and ts the value giving the extremal which connects a point 5 of k with

the point 6 of F, and let the above equation be integrated from t = ti to t = t..

Then

j« - Ju - f í ̂ '+y'F*'+tF*} *•

Now the first member of this equation is entirely independent of the form of

the curve F. It follows that this is true of the second member also, in other

words :  The value of the integral

J'=f {xFxi + yFy, + z'F,} dt,

taken along a curve Fin the field, is independent of the path F, and dependa

only on the endpointa. The derivatives of F are here thought of as functions

of x, y, z by means of (42). The integral has the further properties that

J* = 0 if the curve Fis at each point transversal to the extremal of the field,

and that J* reduces to J if F is an extremal. These properties follow easily

from equations (17) and (4).

The integral J* is the generalization of Hubert's invariant integral. It is

useful in comparing the value J(Cax) taken along the extremal C with the

value of / taken along any other curve C

x = x(t),        y = y(t),        z=z(t)

which joins the fixed point 0, or a point 0' of the surface S, with the fixed point

1. For the case of the transversal surface S, let k^, be any curve which lies

entirely on S and in the field, and which joins 0 with 0 '. This curve is trans-

versal to the extremals of the field.    Then from the properties of the integral «/*,

J{ü,.)-j(cn)-j(%)-r(cn)

= /(C70,1)-J*(^,)-^(^i)

-JXCU)-«T(CU).

Hence by making use of the i?-function defined in equation (37), it follows that

(45) J(C0ix) - J(C0X)=  f   F(x, y, z, ef>', *', v/, 5f, y', z)dt,
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where ef>\ -«/r', jf are thought of as functions of », y, z as explained above. Evi-

dently if F S 0 along the curve C, then

J(C,X) = J(C0X).

The same conclusion holds when C passes through two fixed points 0 and 1.

By a method similar to that used in § 5 applied to the expression (38), the

j^-function can be expressed in any one of three forms similar to those in (40).

The first of these is

2Fx,x,-F=[(x-x')Fx,x,+ (y-y')Fx.y, + (z-z')Fxi,,y + (y'z-z'yii)2Fx.

Now the Legendre condition of § 5 is supposed to be satisfied, i. e., Fx > 0,

while Fx,xi, F,,, F^i are not negative and vanish only in the coordinate direc-

tions respectively.

It follows for a regular problem, in which Legendre's neceaaary condition

for a minimum is satisfied, that the Weierstrass F-function (37) is never nega-

tive, and is equal to zero only when xu:yu:zu = x':y':z'.*

Hence in the field of extremals under consideration the ^-function vanishes

only when the direction of the comparison curve C at the point x,y,z coincides

with the direction of the extremal of the field which passes through that point.

Therefore from (45)

J(C„X)>J(CQX),

unless the direction of Cg,x coincides at every point with the direction of the

extremal of the field through that point. But this can occur only when C0,, coin-

cides throughout its entire extent with the extremal Cox. For along the curve

C0ix the parameters u and v are functions of t whose derivatives, from equations

(42), are
du _. _, _
¿t = u*x +uyy +uzz,

dv        _, _, _,
cji = v*x +vvy +*.*•

Since u and v are constant along any one of the extremals of the field, the values

of these derivatives are zero when the direction (»', y', z) coincides with that of

one of the extremals. Hence if the direction of C0<, always coincides with the

direction of some extremal, the second members of the above equations vanish

identically, and along C0,x the values of u and v must be constant. In other

words, C0,x must be an extremal, and since it passes through the point 1 it must

be the extremal C01 itself. These results may be summarized in the following

theorem.

* The expression (37) shows that E vanishes when the directions xu : yu : zu and if : if : z' have

the same sense, but not necessarily when they are opposite.
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An extremal arc Cox joins two fixed points 0 and 1, or joins 1 to a surface

S which cuts Col transveraally. For a regular problem ( Fx =|= 0 ) the integral

J will be minimized by thia arc in either case provided that Legendre's neces-

sary condition for a minimum is satisfied along Cox, and that C0, Aas upon it

no point conjugate to the fixed end-point 0 in the former case, or to the surface

S in the latter.

§ 7.   Feceasary conditions when one end point is variable on a curve.

The results of the preceding sections apply with some modifications to the

case where the end point 0 may vary on a given curve L,

(L) x = x(u),        y=y(u),        z = z(u),

instead of on a surface.

The curve Cox which minimizes the integral «/with respect to other curves

joining the curve L with the fixed point 1 must in the first place be an extremal

which is cut by L transversally, i. e., at the point of intersection 0 of C01 with

I, the equation

W + ̂  + v^-o
must be satisfied, where l(¡,m(¡, n0 are the values of the direction cosines l, m, n

of L at the point 0, and the arguments of Fx,, Fy,, Fz, are the values of », y,

z, x, y, z on the extremal C01 at this point.

The extremal C01, cut transversally by L at 0, may be imbedded in a two-

parameter family of extremals, all cut transversally by L.    The equations

x  +y  +z  =1,

(46)
lFx, + mFy, + nFz, = 0,

have by hypothesis the solution x'Q, y'0, z'0 which is given by the values of »', y,

z on Cox at the point 0. Let (a, ß, y), (X, /j,, v) denote the direction cosines

of the principal normal and binormal respectively along L. Let ubea variable

such that

acos v+\ainv=a(u,v),    ßcoav + fi sin v=b(u, v),    y coav + vainv=c(u, v)

are the direction cosines of the perpendicular to (»', y, zr) and to (I, m, n).

Then

(47) x'a + y'b + z'c = 0.

The three equations (46) and (47) can now be solved for »', y, z as functions

of v and of the parameter u of the curve L, in the neighborhood of the values

uv, v0 which correspond to the point 0 and the direction of the extremal C01.

The functional determinant of the left members of the equations with respect to

x, y, z is
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2»' 2y' M

IFX,X, + mFxV + nFx,z,   lFy>x, + mFy,y, + nFy,z,   lFz,x, + mF,.y, + nFM .

abc

Let 0 he the angle between (»', y, z) and (I, m, n).    Since these directions

are perpendicular to the direction (a, b, c) it follows that

(48)    ny — mz = a sin 0,        Iz — nx = b sin 0,        mx — ly = c sin 0.

The value of sin 0 cannot be zero, for, if it were, F would vanish on account of

the second equation of (46) and (4), and F has been assumed different from

Fig. 4.

zero. The value of the above functional determinant, when calculated by the

aid of (48) is twice the quadratic form

Q(l,m,n) = PFx,x, + m2FyV + n2Fz,z> + 2mnFy,/ + 2nlFz,x> + 2lmFx,y,

divided by sin 0. This form vanishes only when the directions (I, m, n) and

(»', y, z) coincide, or are opposite, i. e., only when sin 0 = 0, and this cannot

happen, as was seen above.

If the values x(u), y(u), z(u) along the curve L, and the functions

x'(u, v), y'(u, v), z'(u, v) determined as above from equations (46), (47) are

substituted for x0,y0,z0,x'0,y'0, z'0 in the equations of the extremals (14), a

family of extremals

x = eb(s,u,v),        y = -yr-(s,u,v),        z = x(s,u,v)
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is determined, each of which is cut transversally by the curve L.    The

extremal Cox is represented for the particular parameter values u0,:v0.

The value of the determinant

I £.      <t>„       <r\

A = f.      +u      V%

I A*      Au      a»

is in this case equal to zero at the point of intersection of L and Cox, since for

8 = 0 the functions </>, yfr, y, are identically equal to x(u), y(u), z(u), and the

derivatives cbv, yjrv, x, all vanish identically. But the value s = 0 is an isolated

zero of A, whatever the values of u and v, for it can be shown that the deriva-

tive A. does not vanish when s = 0.    In fact the value of A for s = 0 is

0.    #»    K
A.=  V".    +„    -f..

A/M A-u Atêv

or, on account of (48),

x'(u, v) l(u) x'v(wi v)

y'(u,v) m(u) y'v(u,v)

z'(u, v)    n(u)    z'v(u, v)

i/«+ +.+*:,

a = sino vebi + ru+xi(x>+y'vi+»:«)•

Now equation (47) holds identically in v, so that on differentiating (47) with

respect to v the third factor in the above equation is seen from the expressions

for a(u, v), b(u, v), c(u, v) to be equal to

- (x'at+y'b,+ z'ct)mm— \x'a I u, v +1" j + y'b I u, v + ^ J + z'c lu, v + ^ J   ,

and from the figure it follows that this is equal to — sin 0. The value of A#

for a = 0 is therefore

A.= -8in2iV<p2 + *u + x!.

Since (x!, y, z) can never coincide with (I, m, n), as was seen before, it fol-

lows that At ia different from zero for a — 0, and consequently the value s = 0

is an isolated zero of A(s, u,v).

Consider now the extremal Cox of the family, corresponding to u = u0, v = vQ,

which intersects L at 0 and passes through the point 1. There will be an arc

of Cox in the neighborhood of the point 0 along which A does not vanish. If

A vanishes while one at least of the determinants of the matrix (24) is different

from zero, at some point other than 0 on C01, then the equation

A(s, u, v) = 0

defines an enveloping surface D for the extremals of the family. Exactly as in

§ 3 a one-parameter family can be selected which has an enveloping curve d on
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D, and an arc joining L to the point 1 can be found which gives to the inte-

gral J a smaller value than is given by Cox.

The following are therefore necesaary conditiona for a minimum with reaped

to curvea joining a fixed curve L with a fixed point 1 when the problem at

hand is a regular one. The minimizing arc must be an extremal Cox which is

cut transv er sally by the curve L at the intersection point 0 of L with C01.

The function Fx must be positive, and the functions Fx,x,, F.,, F¿¿ must

not be negative along C01. Finally the envelope of the family of extrémala

to which L is transversal must not touch the arc C01.*

§8. Determination of afield of extremals to which a curve is transversal.

The construction of a field for the case of an endpoint variable on a curve is

somewhat more complicated than for the case of an endpoint variable on a sur-

face. It has been shown that an extremal C01 to which L is transversal can be

imbedded in a two-parameter family of neighboring extremals all cut trans-

versally by L. These extremals were obtained by applying theorems on

implicit functions to equations (46), (47), and consequently not only cut L at

points in the neighborhood of the point 0, but have initial directions at their

intersections with L which must be near to the direction of Cox at the point 0.

In order to construct a field entirely surrounding L in the neighborhood of the

point 0 it will be shown that the family can be extended to include extremals

whose directions are not thus restricted, that is, that equations (46), (47) have

unique solutions for all values of u near u0 and all values of v between 0 and

27T, and furthermore that these solutions are periodic in v with period 2tr.

In the first place, in any plane through a point x,,y,z and containing the

direction (I, m, n) there are at most two directions (»', y, z) to which (I, m, n)

is transversal. For let (x'0, y'a, z'0) he one such direction. Then any other

direction in the plane has the direction cosines

x'0 cos 0 + lain 0,        y'0 cos 0 + m sin 0,        z'0 cos 0 + n sin 0.

The expression

<p = IFX, + mFy, + nFz.

with these arguments in Fx,, Fy,, Fz, has the derivative

d&
-¿ß = l(x'»Fx>x, + y'tFx.y, + zgFz,zi) + m(x'eFy,x, + y'eFy,y, + z'„Fy,z,)

+ n(x'0Fcix, + y',F„y, + z'tF„„).

This derivative vanishes when 0 = 7r/2 or 37r/2 on account of equations (5).

*The exceptional case where the envelope has a singular point needs, as before, further

consideration.
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For other values of 0 the expression takes the following form, obtained by sub-

stituting the values of x'e, y't, z't and using equations (5) :

d<P
w = sec 0(PFx,xi + m2FyV + n2Fz,z, + 2mnFy,z, + 2nlFz,x, + 2lmFx,y,).

On account of the properties of this quadratic form, as shown in § 5, it is seen

that the function <P ( 0 ) is zero for 0 = 0, 27r and has a derivative which changes

sign only when 0 = tt/2 , 3tt/2 . Consequently, since 4> is periodic, it vanishes

once between 0 = tr/2 and 0 = Zir/2 and has no other zeros except 0 = 0, 2-7r.

Hence in the plane through the point (», y, z) and containing the directions

(I, m, n) and (x'0, y'0, z'0) there is but one other direction besides (x'0, y'0, z'0)

to which (I, m, n) is transversal, and that direction lies on the opposite side of

the line (I, m, n) from (x'0, y'0, z't).

With these results in mind it is evident from the theory of implicit functions

that the solutions »', y, z of the equations (46) and (47), for a constant value of

u, can be extended step by step over the whole interval from v0 to vg + 2ir.

For if this were not the case, and an upper bound V < v0 + 2-rr for the exten-

sion existed, then the solutions »', y, z would have at least one set of limiting

values X', Y', Z' as v approached V. But any set of limiting values must be

a solution of the equations, and since there can be but one solution in the half

plane corresponding to v = V, it follows that X', Y', Z form the only set.

The solutions could therefore be extended beyond the value v = V, which is

contrary to assumption concerning V. It is furthermore evident that the values

of »', y, z for v = vQ + 2-7T coincide with the values x'0, y'0, z'0. These results

may be stated in the following theorem :

If a fixed line through the point (», y, z) in the direction (I, m, n) is

transversal to a single line (x'0, y'0, z'0) through this point, then each half

plane through the line (I, m, n) contains one and only one line (»', y, z') to

which (I, m, n) is transversal at (x, y, z). The direction cosines of these

lines are given by functions x'(v), y'(v), z'(v) of class C, where v is the angle

which determines the position of the half plane.*

Since for any particular value of u in the neighborhood of «0 the equations

(46), (47) have a unique solution for each value of v in the interval (v0, v^+2-ir),

it follows immediately from the theory of implicit functions that the totality of

solutions x'(u, v), y'(u,v),z'(u,v) so defined are functions of u and v of

class C".

*It follows readily that any surface element through a point {x,y,z) is transversal to at most one

direction on each side of the element. Suppose there were two directions on the same side of a sur-

face element E to which E is transversal at the point P. Then every line in E through P would

be transversal to the two directions, in particular the line L common to E and to the plane deter-

mined by the two directions. But this would contradict the theorem proved above, since the

two directions would lie in the same half plane tbrongh L.
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1 here exista, therefore, a two-parameter family of extremals

x = cb(s,u,v),        y = ijr(a,u,v),        z = x(s,u,v),

each cut transversally for s = 0 by the cune L, where the functions eb, ^Jr, y,

are defined in a region

0 = s^S,        |tt-«0|£8,        0^v = 2tt,

and are periodic in v with the period 2-ir.

It is readily seen from the properties of the solutions of the Euler equations

that the function eb, and similarly for ifr and x-* is continuous together with all

its first derivatives and all its second derivatives that are formed by differ-

entiating cbt with respect to s, u, or v.

§ 9. Sufficient conditions when one end point is variable on a curve.

Consider a region in space containing in its interior the arc Cox to which the

curve L is transversal at the point 0. This region may be restricted in the

first place, so that through any point of it not on L there passes one and but

one of the extremals determined in the preceding section, to which L is trans-

versal at points in the neighboring of the point 0 ; and, in the second place, so

that the determinant A is different from zero for values of s, u, v correspond-

ing to points in the field.*    The equations

(49) eb(s,u,v) = x,        yjr(s,u,v) = y,        x(s,w, <u) = z

have a unique solution

(50) 3= a(x,y,z),        u = u(x,y,z),        v = v(x,y,z)

of class C', for all values of », y, z in the field except those which define a point

on L.    The reasoning of § 6 now shows that the value of the integral

r = $(xFx, + yFy, + -zFz.)dt

taken along a curve ÜTof class D'

(51) X = x(t), y = y(t), z=z(t)

which lies entirely in the field and has no point in common with L, depends

only on the end points, and not at all on the form of the curve F. The deriv-

atives of F are considered as functions of », y, and z by means of equations

(49), (50), and of t by (51). The integrand of J*, thought of as a function

of », y, z,x, y , z , is not defined for points on the curve L since"the func-

tion v is itself not defined for these points.    The integral J" has however a defi-

* The proof of the existence of such a field has been made by the writers and will be sub-

mitted to the Transactions for publication in the near future.
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nite value when taken along a curve which has a finite number of points in com-

mon with L, since the integrand is limited and the only posible discontinuities

are at the intersections with L. Let the value of J* be defined as zero who

F coincides with a portion of L. Then it may readily be seen that the integra,

is independent of the path for all curves which lie in the field, including those

which intersect L or have an arc in common with L.

For let F and Fx be two curves joining the same two points, where Fx has

no point in common with L. Suppose in the first place that A" intersects L at

a point ? but has no other point in common with L. Let A' be a curve which

has ao point in common with L and which coincides with iT except along an arc

which includes the point P. Then J*(F) = J*(FX), and since by taking F

near enough to F the value of J*(F) may be made to differ from J'(F) by

an arbitrarily small amount, it follows also that J*(F) = J*(FX). Suppose

now that K has an arc A"56 which coincides with L. Then by definition

tF(FK) = 0. Let FH be a curve in the field which joins 5 to 6 but has no

other points in common with L. Recalling the meaning of F as derived in § 6,

it is seen that «/'(A^) = 0. In fact J*(Fyf) is equal to the difference in the

values of the integral J when taken along extremals of the set from A to 5 and

from L to 6, and both of these are zero, since 5 and 6 lie on L. Then the

portion of F which coincides with L may be replaced by the curve F^, which

has only its end points on L, without altering the value of J*(F). It fol-

lows from the case above considered that J*(F) = J*(Ff). From the pre-

ceding argument it is seen that, at least for curves in the field which have a

finite number of intersections or arcs in common with L, the integral F is

independent of the path.

Let C0ix be any curve of class D' joining a point 0' of the curve L to the

'xed point 1 and lying entirely in the field.    Then, exactly as in § 6,• the

equation

J{0¿) - J(C0l) = f F(x, y, z, ep', +', x', »', y', z')dt
Jcvl

is derived by means of the invariant integral J'. As has been seen before, this

integral is always positive unless the comparison curve C0,x coincides through-

out with Cm, and the following theorem may be stated :

Let Cox be an arc of an extremal which joins a fixed curve L to a fixed point

1, and which is. cut transversally by the curve L at the point 0. Further-

more suppoae that Legendré's condition for a minimum is satisfied along Ctl.

If then the determinant A(s, u, v), for the set of extremals to which L is

transversal, vanishes only at the point 0 on Cox, this arc will minimize the

integral J with respect to curvea joining L with the point 1.


